Where are we?
Start upstairs in the Local History Room
Find the window that the looks out of the front of the building. Stand together so that
everyone in your group can see the view.

Look at the map below
•
•
•

Find Whitaker Park; The Whitaker (marked “mus”) and Haslingden Road on the map.
Look out the window; you can see Haslingden Road just beyond the edge of the park.
In the distance, you might be able to see a very tall chimney. This is part of a group of
buildings on New Hall Hey Road, which is marked on the map.

2015 map of
Whitaker Park and
the land around it.
(Contains Ordnance
Survey data ©
Crown copyright
and database right
2015)

When the Whitaker was built in 1840, it had a different name – Oak Hill House. It wasn’t a
museum; it was a home for the family of George Hardman. He owned a group of mills, where
wool was cleaned and spun into yarn. It was called New Hall Hey Mills.

Look at the 1848 map on the back of this card.
•
•
•

Find Oak Hill House and New Hall Hey Mills.
Why do you think George Hardman wanted his house to have a view of his mills?
Why do you think he didn’t want to live closer to his mills?

If you have time: Look at the display of pottery next to the window. There are lots of pieces
decorated with pictures of buildings. Design a piece of pottery decorated with a
building that you can see through the window.

1848 map of Oak Hill House the land around it. (Provided by Ordnance Survey and Lancashire

1848 map

What is this place made of?
Start on the ground floor
Find the room that has fossils in glass boxes in the floor.

Match the fossil to its description
These fossils were once plants or animals, but over millions of years they have been turned
into stone. Then they were brought to the museum by collectors and put on display here.
Work together to match each fossil to its description and find its name.
Name

Description

Footprint of a Chirotherium
(say it “kay-ro-theer-eeum”)

A piece of stone marked with rippled lines and a dinosaur
footprint. The Chirotherium was a dinosaur with five toes
on each foot.

Ammonite

A large, round, spiral shaped stone. This was the shell of a
sea creature with long tentacles.

Lepidodendron tree bark

A piece of stone marked with diamond patterns. This was
a piece of the bark of a tree that no longer grows
anywhere on the Earth.

Draw a fossil
Spread out and sit on the floor so that each fossil has one or two people sitting next to it.
Draw the fossil that you are sitting next to. Include as much detail as you can. Add the fossil’s
name to your drawing.

Look at the floor
While you are sitting on it, look closely at the stone the floor is made from. This stone is
called limestone. If you touch it, you might feel that it is made from tiny grains. These are
tiny grains of sand and the crushed up shells of sea creatures that died millions of years ago.
As the grains were pressed together under the ground for millions of years they became
stone.

Go upstairs, into the Gallery
Can you find the fossils in the Gallery?
You have to look carefully to find the fossils here.

What is this place made of?
Find the grey fireplace in the Gallery. The fossils are here! They are the white shapes dotted
all over the fireplaces. The fireplace is made from a type of limestone that includes fossilised
sea creatures. The creatures are called crinoids. They had long, thin, stem-like body parts.

Discuss
•

Why do you think people like to use limestone with crinoids in for fireplaces?

•

Why do you think limestone with crinoids in was used to make the fireplace, but
limestone without crinoids was used to make the floor downstairs?

If you have time
•

Choose one or two crinoid fossils and draw them. Label your drawing.

•

Think of ways more fossils could be included in the design of this building, inside or
outside. You can talk about your ideas or draw them.

What is this place for?
Start in the local history gallery on the first floor
High up on two walls you will see a series of paintings that show a mill with a tall chimney.

Discuss the mill paintings
•
•
•
•

Mills were factories. Many were built in the 19th century. What do you think was made in
the mills? (If you are not sure, you can look at the displays in this room to find out).
Look again at the paintings. What do you think it was like to work in the mill?
Do you think the mill was safe place to work? Why or why not?
Why did mills have tall chimneys?

Look at the map
On the back of this card, there is a 19th century map of the local area. Find:
•
•
•
•
•

The Whitaker. When this map was made, it wasn’t called the Whitaker, it was Oak Hill
House.
The local mills, called New Hall Hey Mills.
The mill worker’s houses. These were mostly terraced houses, shown as rows of squares
or rectangles.
Rawtenstall railway station and the railway tracks. Tracks are shown with lines. Trains
were powered by burning coal to make steam.
The roads and the tramway.

Discuss
•
•
•
•

•
•

What do you think it was like to live in the workers’ houses in between Oak Hill House
and New Hall Hey Mills? Imagine the sounds and the smells.
Compare the size of Oak Hill House to the workers’ houses.
Are there gardens or trees around the workers’ houses?
In 1896 a local businessman called Richard Whitaker decided to buy Oak Hill House and
the land around it. He gave it to the people of Rawtenstall and paid for the land to be
turned into a beautiful park, with lots of tree and places for children to play. Not long
after the park opened, the house was tuned into a museum.
Why do you think Richard Whitaker decided to make a park for people who lived nearby?
Do you think it was important for local people to have a museum and park? Why or why
not?

If you have time
The Corporation of Rawtenstall gave Richard Whitaker a gold-plated silver casket to thank
him when the park was opened. Find it in the Social History Gallery. Write a speech for
Richard Whitaker to make at the opening ceremony. What do you think he
wold have said about the park and about the casket?

1891 map. The location of the Whitaker is marked with a dot, near Oak Hill. (Provided by Ordnance Survey and Lancashire County Council)

1891 map

How has this building
changed?
Start outside the Drawing Room on the Ground Floor
Stand in the corridor, but make sure there is room for other visitors to move past your group.

Memory game
1. Split your group in half. One half is Team A, the other is Team B.
2. Team A visits the Drawing Room for 3 minutes while Team B stays in the corridor.
3. While they are in the Drawing Room Team A chooses one part of the room to focus on
(e.g. a door, a window, the light, the fireplace, the ceiling). Team A must look carefully at
the part they have chosen and remember every detail they can. (Talk in whispers so
Team B can’t cheat!).
4. When Team A comes out of the Drawing Room they must describe the part of the room
they chose to focus on WITHOUT naming it.
5. Team B then visits the Drawing Room and tries to spot the part of the room team A
described to them.
6. Team B comes into the corridor and names the part of the room they think team A
described – Team A can reveal if their guess is right or wrong.
7. Swap over, with Team B describing and Team A guessing.

Discuss the Drawing Room
Find a space where you can all stand comfortably and talk about these questions.
• Does the Drawing Room look like a room in a museum? Why or why not?
• What do you think the Drawing Room was used for? Explain why do you think that.
The Drawing Room has been decorated to show what this room might have looked like in
Victorian times, when this building was a family home. When the Hardman family lived here
in the 1880s, they would have spent time in this room after meal times.
You might need to take turns looking at the Drawing Room again to help you answer these
questions:
•
•
•
•

This was before TV, radio, phones or computers. What do you think they family did in
this room?
How was the room heated?
What did you notice about the way the room what decorated? Was it plain or fancy?
Do you think the Hardman family was rich or poor? How does the room tell you?

How has this building changed?
Explore the ground floor
Stick together with your group and visit other rooms on the ground floor. Find a room that
looks like a room in a museum not a home.
•
•

What are the differences between this room and the Drawing Room?
Are there any similarities?

If you have time
There are clues around the building that show that in Victorian times it was a home, not a
museum. Explore the building with your and try to spot some. (Look out for: fire places or
radiators that made the home cosy; decoration on the floors and ceilings; fancy light
fittings).

What can buildings tell us?
Start outside

You must have an adult with you. Do not walk in the road or the car park. Beware of cars.
Find a spot where your group can stand together at the front of the museum, on the
pavement next to the front steps.

Look at the pavement
•

If you look carefully at the pavement on both sides of the steps at the front of the
museum, you will see words and pictures. Can you spot all of these words and pictures
on the pavement?

What can buildings tell us?
Where are these stones from?

The pieces of stone that make up this pavement were collected from local buildings that
were being knocked down or repaired. Find a stone that you think was once part of one of
the buildings on this list:
•
•
•
•
•

A school
A house
A chapel or church
A row of terraced houses
A memorial, remembering someone who had died.

Discuss the stones
•
•
•

Why do you think people wanted to save these pieces of stone?
Why do you think they were brought here, and made part of the Whitaker?
Do you think it is important to keep parts of old buildings in museums? Why or why not?

If you have time

Choose one decorated stone to record. You can record it by drawing it or, if the stone is dry,
take a rubbing.
Take a rubbing by holding your paper against the stone and shading the paper with your
pencil, pressing gently against the stone. You will be able to see the texture of the stone and
the decoration carved into it. Do not move or lift up your paper until you finished your
rubbing.

Who was here?
Start outside
You must have an adult with you. Beware of cars. Find a space in the park where your group
can stand together and look at the front of the Whitaker.

Drawing game
The Whitaker is now a museum, but it used to be a house. Parts of a building are called
features. You can see many different features, such as windows, the porch, chimneys, stairs,
the roof. This game will help you draw features of the building quickly.
This game has several rounds. Everyone one in your group will draw during every round.
Round 1
•
•
•
•

Choose one person to be the counter and one person to be the caller.
The caller calls out a feature of the building that they can see.
Straight away the counter starts counting down from 60 seconds aloud like this: “60
Whitaker, 59 Whitaker, 58 Whitaker, 57 Whitaker…” and so on until they get to zero.
As soon as the counter starts counting down, everyone in the group must start drawing
the feature the caller has shouted out. Everyone must stop drawing when they reach
zero.

Round 2
•
•
•
•

Choose different people to be counter and caller.
This time the caller must choose a feature you haven’t drawn yet.
The counter must count down from 50 seconds.
Play again the same way.

Play two or three more rounds, each time changing the caller and counter, choosing a new
feature, and subtracting 10 seconds from the count down time.

Discuss the building
•
•
•

A rich family used to live here. How can you tell just by looking at the building?
The building to the right of the house is a stable. Why did they need a stable? How does
this tell us the family was rich?
If you walk to the right and look at the side of the house, you can see windows in the
roof. This is probably where the servants’ bedrooms were. What does this tell us about
the family that lived here?

Who was here?
Compare the building
In 1896, Richard Whitaker bought the house. He had worked in local mills from the age of six,
and it was only after many years of hard work that he became a rich businessman.
Compare the house to the photo of the house where Richard Whitaker was born, below.
What is the same? What is different?

The house where Richard Whitaker was born

King Street in Rawtenstall, viewed from the back. There are five houses in this terrace.
Richard Whitaker was born in one of the houses on this street in 1829. He had 12 brothers
and sisters.

If you have time
Richard Whitaker bought this house from the Hardman family, who owned the mill that he
worked in as a child. Then he gave this house, and the land around it, to the people of
Rawtenstall. How do you think he felt about this house?

